Abstract: This experiment determined the relation between discrimination thresholds and thejudgement of vowels as good, confusable, or non-English. A large Fl-by-F2 vowel space encompassing five American English front vowels was synthesized in equal Bark steps. The structure of the vowel space was quite different across listeners except for the vowels /i/ and Gael. Discrimination thresholds were uniform across good and confusable vowels but elevated for non-English vowels. No evidence for a perceptual magnet effect was found.
INTRODUCTION
The relation between the discrimination ofacoustic differences that distinguish phoneme categories and the structure of those phoneme categories has frequently been investigated. Two theories propose that there is a non-uniform ability to discriminate acoustic differences among phonemes, categorical perception for some consonants, and the perceptual magnet theory for high front vowels (1). Both theories address perception in experimental paradigms that have higher cognitive load than optimal listening conditions used to determine psychophysical thresholds (2) . In this study, the hypothesis that formant thresholds are uniform within and between American English vowel categories was tested using optimal listening conditions. Preliminary studies established vowel category goodness over 190 tokens covering American English front vowels. In the main experiment, discrimination thresholds were obtained for vowel types judged as either good, confusable, or non-English to represent differences in category structure over the vowel space.
PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS
Three preliminary studies with eight listeners developed and refined procedures to map either 173 or 190 vowels into vowel categories with goodness ratings. Listeners identified the tokens as one of the six vowels /i/, /I/, lel, /&I, /ae/ or la/ in a keyword task and rated the goodness of each token on a scale from 0 (non-English) to 9 (an excellent exemplar of the vowel category). Three vowel types were defined: "good" vowels that were well-identified and highly rated across subjects [Kuhl's prototype vowels (l)], "confusable" vowels that the listeners did not consistently identify as a single vowel category [Kuhl's non-prototype vowels (l)], and "non-English"vowels for which listener ratings were close to 0. When listeners rated the vowels repeatedly, good vowels drifted towards the edges of the 190 vowel space in later blocks, To avoid this "hyperspace" effect (3), data were collected from only the first three judgements. There were large individual differences in the location of good vowel categories except for small stable areas for the vowels /i/ and /a~/. Therefore, it was decided that in the main experiment discrimination thresholds would be collected for both the same vowel tokens across all subjects (group vowels), and for other vowel tokens that were specific to the listeners' own vowel spaces (individual vowels selected from the identification/rating results). Six group vowels were selected from the 190 vowels, two tokens each of good, confusable and non-English vowels. If possible, vowels were selected such that Fl or F2 for were the same across goodness types.
MAIN EXPERIMENT
A new group of eight subjects participated in three tasks. First they repeated the identification and rating tasks for the 190-vowel space, creating an individual vowel space for each listener. Next they participated in a minimal uncertainty discrimination task to estimate thresholds for Fl and F2 for the six group vowels. Discrimination testing used optimal psychophysical procedures to measure thresholds from adaptive tracking. AF thresholds, originally calculated in Hertz, were converted to Barks, an equal-interval scale over Fl and F2. To determine if AF was uniform across the 12 formants, a two-way repeated measures ANOVA with the factors of type (good, confusable, or nonEnglish) and formant (FI and F2) was performed. A significant main effect was obtained for type [F(2, 14) = 14.25, p < .O I] and formant [F( I, 7) = 10.43, p < .02]. According to Tukey post-hoc tests, non-English tokens (AF = .I 18 Barks) were discriminated more poorly than good (AF = .097 Barks) or confusable (AF = .087 Barks) tokens (p < .02), whereas discrimination for good and confusable tokens was not significantIy different (p < .20). Discrimination of Fl (AF = .I14 Barks) was somewhat poorer than that of F2 (AF = .088 Barks). A significant interaction between type and formant was obtained [F(2, 14) = 11.63, p < .Ol]. Examination of post-hoc tests showed that all stimuli had similar discrimination scores except for three of the four non-English tokens where nearly all subjects had discrimination thresholds elevated by about 30%. The results from the group vowels do not support the perceptual magnet theory because formants from good and confusable areas of the vowel space had similar thresholds. Only the non-English tokens had higher discrimination thresholds than other vowels, similar to results reported by Willerman and Kuhl (4) .
It is possible that good and confusable vowels had similar thresholds because the group vowels, selected from a separate set of subjects, had identification and rating responses that did not match the individual subjects' vowel types. Therefore, six of the eight subjects participated in a second discrimination experiment. As expected, differences in the structures of individual vowel spaces were large with only /i/ and /a/ fairly consistent across listeners. Five formants from "good" areas of an individual vowel space were selected and matched in frequency to five fonnants from the "confusable" areas. Criteria for good and confusable individual vowels were similar to those for group vowels. AF thresholds in Barks were obtained under the same optimal listening procedures used previously. These individual discrimination scores were submitted to a two-way ANOVA with the factors of type (good and confusable) and formant (FL and F2). No significant difference between discrimination scores for good (AF = .099 Barks) and confusable (AF = .083 Barks) tokens was found [F(l, 5) = 3.62, p < .20], nor was there a significant interaction between type and formant. There was a significant main effect for formant [F( 1, 5) = 10.29, p < .03]: Fl (AF = .107 Barks) had higher thresholds than F2 (AF = .074 Barks). Examination of individual subject data revealed that the very poor performance of two of the six subjects on a good /ze/ token was largely responsible for elevating F I thresholds above F2 thresholds. The results for individual vowels, like those of group vowels, did not show a perceptual magnet effect. Even when discrimination tokens were selected from individual subjects' own identification and ratings of vowels and formant frequencies from good and confusable areas were matched, resolution of formant frequency was the same regardless of vowel category goodness.
DISCUSSION
There was little similarity observed in the structure of vowel categories obtained across 16 listeners in these identification plus rating studies. Because stable linguistic definitions for vowels are far from established, claims of a perceptual magnet theory stating that the discrimination of vowel formants is non-uniform with reference to the structure of the vowel space are premature. Results demonstrating a perceptual magnet effect are based primarily on one vowel, /i/, that has more consistent identification across listeners and relatively high ratings. Results from this unusual vowel may not generalize to other vowels.
In the present study, discrimination thresholds for vowel tokens were measured for IO highly-rated (prototype) and 10 poorly rated (non-prototype) formants spread across the front vowel space, Thresholds were not significantly different, supporting the conclusion that discrimination thresholds for American English vowels are uniform across vowels that are rated as acceptable in that language, even at the edges of vowel categories where goodness ratings are not high and category identification is not consistent. The relation between the ability to discriminate formants and the structure of vowel categories must be established under controlled listening conditions. Given the recent success of defining discrimination under ordinary listening conditions (2), studies to determine whether the relation between identification and discrimination of vowels changes systematically under higher cognitive loads may now be attempted.
